Multi-core processors are now mainstream, while manycore architectures are arriving. Yet getting generalpurpose software ready to take full advantage of the available hardware parallelism remains a challenge. There are, in fact, very few success stories of semi-automatic parallelization of large-scale integer applications outside the high-performance computing (HPC) and transaction processing domains. In this paper, we report on such a success story: threading the Intel ® C++ Compiler [3] which resulted in an average 2x speedup in compiling a range of CPU2000 benchmarks. We present the methodology and tools that enabled us to achieve this success. We believe our approach is generally applicable to threading a large class of applications.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we focus primarily on the techniques used to parallelize an application, the tools that facilitate the parallelization, and the new insights this approach yielded. Techniques that proved helpful in our work are at the core of a comprehensive solution suite Intel is developing to assist software developers discover and exploit parallelism in their applications. The generally applicable source changes necessary to make the compiler thread safe are also categorized and described. As expected, good software engineering principles such as modularization, data abstraction, and information hiding ease the process of threading an application. We also describe how we automated repetitive source changes. To make it feasible to apply all the source changes necessary for an application of this size, where the threaded loop spans hundreds of modules covering hundreds of thousands of lines of code with extensive use of macros, semiautomated script tools were developed. It is easy to get overwhelmed by the data dependence complexity and size when starting to thread existing serial applications, but as we hope to illustrate in this case study, with the help of Intel's threading tools and a systematic approach, it is possible to achieve large application threading with a reasonable amount of effort and time.
The threading effort, involving a small team over a relatively short period of time, successfully yielded a working parallelized compiler. Although work remains to be done in tuning the resulting application, we also discuss in this paper the impact of different thread scheduling algorithms and the speedups achieved. We also briefly discuss the issues involved in maintaining a threadsafe application.
DESCRIPTION OF THE APPLICATION
The Intel Compiler is a large non-numeric application that compiles C/C++ and Fortran applications for a variety of Intel ® platforms including the IA-32 architecture, the Intel ® 64 Architecture, and the Itanium ® processor. Despite having evolved over the years to target new Intel ® processors and platforms, parallelization of the compiler itself was not an initial design goal. As such, the compiler has characteristics similar to other large integer applications that need to be parallelized in order to take full advantage of multi-core platforms. At the Intel Compiler Lab, we parallelized the Intel Compiler and achieved great performance results. One of our goals was to fully understand the issues that application developers encounter when parallelizing a large-scale application.
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We chose to thread the Intel C++ Compiler for a number of reasons.
First, we had detailed knowledge about the application. We strongly believe that to thread an application successfully, it is important to involve the application architects as they tend to know what to parallelize and what not to parallelize. Moreover, an in-depth knowledge of the application global data is crucial.
Second, the compiler has evolved over the years and therefore is a good proxy for real-world, legacy product applications. It is a mature integer application that was not initially designed to be thread safe.
Third, by choosing a non-numeric application outside the traditional high-performance computing (HPC) domain, we strived to address the challenges other application developers would encounter when undertaking a similar task. A particularly interesting challenge is that the potential parallel region spans hundreds of source modules containing millions of lines of code. In contrast, in typical HPC applications, the parallel loops are contained within one module or even just one function.
Finally, there is an inherent scalable parallelism in what compilers do. By using performance analysis tools and built-in timers in the application itself, we found that the region we intended to parallelize accounts for up to 80% of the application time in compiling a number of benchmarks. With infinite parallelism there is a theoretical speedup of 5x as dictated by Amdahl's law. If S is the fraction of the program that is serial and N is the number of available processors, the speedup through parallelism is 1/(S + ((1-S)/N)), and the theoretical speedup limit is 1/S. For example, if 80% of the application time is in the parallel region, then S equals 0.20, and assuming N → ∞, we get at best a 5x speedup through threading. At a lower level, we could have looked at smaller potential parallel regions, such as individual optimization phases. It might be easier to parallelize these phases than to parallelize the entire compiler driver loop, but any one piece would have accounted for only a small fraction of the total compilation time. Therefore, it would have been necessary to parallelize many smaller pieces to get any significant benefit from threading. Furthermore, working with the outermost driver loop allowed us to learn more about the problems of threading very large applications.
THE THREADING METHODOLOGY
We followed a threading methodology that consists of the following four basic steps:
1. Discovering parallelism 2. Expressing parallelism 3. Debugging the threaded code
Tuning the threaded code
In the first step, the application architect needs to discover the parallelism that is available in the application. Tools that provide loop-profiling capabilities can be used. One would need to know the execution profile of the application across its loops. This includes both the loops in the program control-flow graph as well as the loops in its call graph. In our case, a significant majority of the execution time of the compiler, as explained before, is spent in the body of the compiler driver loop. As contributing architects of the compiler, we knew where that loop was, but we found a loop profiling capability of the compiler generally helpful for threading. Through an option, the compiler instruments the generated binaries with timing instructions before and after program loops and functions. The execution time profile of the compiler across its loop graph is shown in Table 1 . This option may also be provided through dynamic instrumentation tools such as the Intel VTune™ Performance Analyzer [5] . The application architect can go through the application loops in a top-down fashion ordered by the total contribution of the loop to the execution of the application. If, intuitively, the loop has parallelism potential, then the architect would need to know how many data dependence violations would be violated should that loop be parallelized.
Data Dependence
The notion of data dependence captures the most important properties of a program for parallel execution at all levels [1, 6] . At the loop level, the dependence relation is defined in three categories as follows.
1. If an iteration of a loop writes to a memory location that is later read in another iteration of the loop, we say that the second iteration is flow-dependent on the first iteration. Therefore, in order to parallelize an application, the application architect needs a tool to identify the dependence relations between its possible threads of execution such as various iterations of its loops. In our threading experience, we used the Intel ® Thread Checker [2, 4] , a software tool that helps developers detect the race conditions [7, 8] in their threaded applications. Among its many features, Thread Checker has a mode of operation, called projection mode, which is particularly helpful for parallelization. In this mode, the user can mark a sequential loop as a parallel loop. Thread Checker will run the code sequentially, but with some additional bookkeeping to reveal the race conditions that would occur should that loop actually run in parallel. This mode is extremely helpful in parallelization as it allows the sequential application to run to completion while the information about its possible threaded execution is being collected. More specifically, in spite of the data dependence violations in the parallel execution of the application, Thread Checker's projection mode does not crash due to such violations. We marked the compiler driver loop as a parallel loop and ran it under the control of Thread Checker on a small test program that included a single file with a few functions, conditional statements, and loops. instrumented compiler under Thread Checker took several hours to complete and resulted in about 300,000 datadependence violations. Such an error size is well above the comfort zone of most of the available race-detection tools.
Managing the Size Problem
The key to managing the large dependence problem size is controlling the precision of the generated analysis data. In the early phases of the threading effort, one may not need all the details about every individual dependence violation that is detected, including information about the source position of the two memory accesses that are involved and the call stack of each of them. At a later point, however, such information may actually be crucial to figure out the exact conditions under which the violation occurs.
Thread Checker already supported several useful filtering capabilities, such as filtering based on file names, variable names, and so on. It also summarizes the violations that have identical first memory access source position and base, and those that have identical second memory access source position and base. This filter effectively groups the violations that occur when processing the data in a given array in a single loop with the same dependence distance. In addition to the existing filters that Thread Checker supports, we developed a new filter that proved very effective at grouping the violations that map to different source files and functions and thus reduced the problem size dramatically. In this filter, we grouped together the violations whose base addresses were identical, irrespective of their source file positions and functions. One can think of this heuristic as projecting the dependence information based on its data structure as opposed to based on the code. We then picked the source position of the first such violation as the representative of that group of violations and summed all the violations in that group. Using this technique, we immediately realized that approximately 65% of the violations corresponded to the compiler memory pool data structure. What we lost in this filter is all the details about every individual violation, but what we learned was sufficient to guide us to make the pool thread safe and eliminate almost 200,000 dependence violations with a small number of changes to the source code. After fixing this problem, the subsequent instrumented runs not only have a much smaller problem size but also a much shorter turnaround time. The reason for this is that the runtime overhead of race detection depends on the number of violations, and by eliminating the violations in a prioritized fashion, we constantly speedup the process of the next iteration. Figure 3 shows the number of dependence violations over time. The interactive development environment we created to assist us in the parallelization effort is illustrated in Figure  4 . The main components of this platform are Intel Thread Checker, Intel Compiler, and Intel Compiler's codecoverage tool. In this framework the dynamic dependence diagnostics produced by the Intel Thread Checker and the dynamic code-coverage information generated by the instrumented binaries are combined with the static information provided by the Intel compiler to collectively assist the parallelization effort. The communication of information between these components is facilitated by means of well-defined APIs. The collected information is then assimilated by our Threading-Assistant analyzer to produce a compact set of dependence violation diagnostics and threading hints to the developers. The parallelization process is iterative and may require several iterations before all the dependence violations are eliminated and thread-safe code is obtained.
Making the Application Thread Safe
After identifying the loop to be parallelized in the Discover step of the threading methodology the application must be made thread safe with respect to that loop. Identifying all the global data with dependence relations and effectively privatizing them was by far the largest part of our effort and is a challenge for an application of this type. We spent about 10 person months to achieve thread safety for the compiler at the optimization levels chosen for our prototype project. In order to achieve this goal in the given project time frame, we not only relied on threading tools but also developed scripting tools to assist us in applying the needed sourcecode changes semi-automatically. Looking at the global data dependence violations and knowing the modular structure of the compiler, we found it useful to categorize statically allocated global data, as opposed to heap allocated global data, into three categories. For each category of global data we have a method for making the data thread safe:
Global Data with Dependence Relations
Initially, we attempt to rewrite the code in these data to eliminate the data dependence, and if that is not possible we have to apply locks to synchronize the access to the global data.
Global Data Defined Outside the Loop
This category includes global data that are defined outside the parallel loop and only read inside the loop. This is a thread-safe usage of global data and doesn't require any rewrite. The main issue is to ensure that the usage of the global data remains thread safe.
Global Data with Restricted Scope
This category consists of global data that could have been declared as constant or as stack variables. If it is possible to rewrite global data to be constant or as stack variables they become thread safe automatically. This, furthermore, improves the software engineering aspect of the application.
In the first category, where we have flow-dependence relations, we found there were many false flowdependence relations that can be eliminated by privatizing the data and thereby improving the software engineering. One example is global data shared across loop iterations where the data need to be reset to proper initial values for each iteration of the loop. We found it useful to categorize the global data with data dependence relations into four sub categories:
Transient
The synchronized category includes the global data that require locks for controlled synchronized accesses. It is not possible to privatize such data without extensive changes. Examples of global data that require synchronization are input/output operation and heap allocation management.
The mutable category contains the global data that generally are defined before the parallelized loop, but they may be modified by an iteration of the loop (only to be reset to the original value before the next iteration). Mutable data are privatized by creating a thread-private copy of the data for each of the iterations. This has the additional advantage that there is no longer a need to restore values for the next loop iteration, if data were modified. Furthermore, this helps improve maintainability of the code by eliminating the code necessary to restore values.
The persistent category comprises the global data that are defined and used in each thread but do not have any cross iteration dependence relations. In the case of the compiler, examples of data in the persistent category include the intermediate representations for routine statements, expressions, symbol tables, control flow graphs, etc. The lifetime of the global data in the persistent category spans the entire thread. They are allocated and initialized after thread creation and freed before thread termination. Allocated persistent data are assigned and accessed through a thread-private pointer. In object-oriented terms, the state object is constructed after thread creation and destroyed before thread termination. The transient category consists of the global data that are defined and used only within a certain phase of the threaded region, for example global data that are used to do constant propagation. Global data in the transient category are allocated on entry to a phase and freed on exit from that phase. In general, the transient state is allocated on the stack and is assigned and accessed through a thread-private pointer.
We chose to have a thread-private pointer for the persistent state as well as for each transient state for several reasons. First, on some systems there is a limit to the size of thread local storage; therefore, all the state objects could not be made thread-local. Furthermore, to make the source code changes manageable, it is convenient to have a thread-local pointer instead of adding state arguments to each routine to pass around persistent and transient state objects.
The compiler uses a lot of global state either as file-scope static variables or external global objects. In our case, global variable references are generally direct. Our semiautomatic source transformation tool takes a compilergenerated listing of global variables defined in each module and from that creates structures for transient and persistent state objects. The tool also automatically redefines those global variables as macros with the proper implementations; that is, a dereference through a threadlocal pointer to a field in a state object. This relieves us from the tedious and error-prone task of manually modifying all references to those variables.
By creating persistent and transient state objects as structures, we also help improve software engineering by organizing global data into logical objects that have welldefined lifetimes.
Of all the global data that needed to be privatized we only had to create synchronized access for about 3% of the global data. The breakdown of the classification of the remaining global data is illustrated in Figure 5 .
Another major task in working with data-race detection tools is training them to understand customized memory pool operations that behave like malloc and free. It is common to allocate a memory block and use it in an iteration and free it in the same iteration. When a subsequent iteration allocates memory, it may get part or all of the freed block. If the data-race detection tool is not able to recognize the malloc-free pattern, it may report a large number of false dependence violations. The Intel Thread Checker recognizes a class of such operations. It also provides a mechanism through which the user can communicate this information with its runtime. This is achieved by means of an API call that passes a starting memory address and by the number of bytes to be considered as newly allocated memory chunks. In this way, the application architect asserts that the dependence relations across the specified barrier can safely be ignored. This is a simple mechanism; yet, it is capable of handling very complicated memory pool management systems.
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
After our compiler was successfully threaded and debugged, we spent some time in tuning its performance. Of particular importance was the choice of thread scheduling. We conducted many experiments with various parallel-loop scheduling policies. From the parallel-loop scheduling schemes supported by OpenMP*, selfscheduling provided the best performance. In addition, we implemented a scheduling policy that consistently outperformed self scheduling. The policy took advantage of the information that the compiler has about the functions it needs to compile. As part of parsing the input file and creating the intermediate language, the compiler has a substantial amount of information about the structure and the size of each function. We used this information as a static estimate of the time it would take to compile each function. We then grouped together functions in as many chunks as the number of threads or available cores in such a way that the workload of each chunk is almost the same. Through this technique we avoided the load imbalance problem. Figure 6 shows the parallel speedup we achieved in comparison to the theoretical speedup limit. The results are based on our experiments on a 4-socket dual-core system-a total of eight processors. We also spent some time in making sure lock contention was reduced by proper choice of locking. We were pleased with the final parallel performance of the threaded compiler as it approached the theoretical limit of parallel performance as dictated by Amdahl's law. Figure 6 shows the speedup of the threaded compiler compared to the original sequential 
CONCLUSION
We conclude that advancements in threading analysis tools have made parallelization of complex applications an easier task than what it was a decade or two ago. The overhead of the required instrumentation to perform the dynamic dependence checking has become affordable on modern microprocessors. Effective summarization and filtering of data dependence violations play a key role in managing the large problem size. We also found that semi-automatic mechanisms provide crucial help in accomplishing the repetitive and error-prone task of source code changes. Moreover, we found that good software engineering practices make threading easier. 
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